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This is a story about how Voice to Skull technology manipulates targeted individuals into committing very violent crimes all over the world...
Owlism

V2K Made Me Do It.

10-27-88

by Sanders Brown
Our theory is the Criminal Justice System knows of the V2K operation in America but turns a blind eye to its complaints...
V2K

The Targeted Individual Program.

By Sanders Brown
American Prisoners need the A.C.L.U. to do a thorough Investigation on these V2K experiments.
Eberhart

Did you know the West Virginia Attorney General stopped Sanders E. Brown Jr. from getting the H-SCADA scans done by Melinda Kidder while AT Denmar Correctional Center?
Ginky

Organized stalkers have a way to electronically harass targeted American prisoners that is well hidden from the general public...
Courts have denied all American prisoners complaints of experiencing symptoms of voice to skull technology.

By Saunders Braun
Jenny

Do you know true stories can be told by comic characters in comic books?
OWLISM & SOBO

Did you hear the one about where American prisoners are finding transceivers in their teeth?

Has to be put in the teeth when getting fillings...

by Sanders Brown
How many American Prisoners was under the influence of Voice to skull technology when they committed the crime their in prison for?
Do you think the judge knew targeted American prisoners was under the influence of voice to skull technology when he sentenced them to life in prison?
Did you know 73% of homeless people living on the streets are under the influence of voice to skull technology?
Did you know 64% of the people in mental hospitals are under the influence of voice to skull technology?
Did you know all mass shootings are done by people who are under the influence of voice-to-skill technology?
he knows...
be murdered because of what
of this comic strip will
I'm thinking the author

Weiff
Eberhart

Murdered by lack of correct medical treatment...

by Sanders Braun

17
Bitty

This way it looks normal instead of planned...

by Sanders Brown
Ginky

Continue to deny his parole...

by Sanders Brown 19
Owlism

was pretty easy to figure out...
Did you know when American Prisoners are under Anesthesia they are questioned by Agents about past crimes they committed?
Eberhart

Only one way to prove it, hide a wireless video camera in hospital room.

by Sanders Brown

22
Bitty

Sanders E. Brown Jr needs a H-SCADA scan done by Melinda Kidder.

by Sanders Brown
Back to the U2K experiments.
Learn more at targetedjustice.com.

by Sanders Brown
Ginky

The targeted American Prisoners experiences 24/7 Verbal Abuse when under the Voice to Skull technology experiments...

by Sanders Braun
25
Which causes the targeted American prisoners to endure stress 24/7...
Is there any Attorney's interested in these illegal experiments?
Owlism

V2K Made Me Do It.

By Sanders Braun
28
Jenny

Court Rooms will see more people claiming "V2K Made me Do It" all around the world...

by Sanders Brown 29
Dinky

Transceivers placed in cartilage in throat area.

by Amber's Brain

30
There is 3 areas that American Prisoners need to have X-rayed once out of prison, ears, nose, throat area.
All American Prisoners that had surgeries while incarcerated should have full body X-rays to see what was placed without your knowledge or consent...

by Sanders Brown
Witty

Word is transceivers and GPS tracking devices have been placed in many American Prisoners without their knowledge...
American prisoners have been used as guinea pigs without their knowledge for years. Experiments & research...
V2K murders take place every year...
Mass Shootings Are V2K Murders...
We've been told our memories can be downloaded to super-computers and from there, deletion, modifying, and/or additional "fake" memories can be added.
Electronic Harassment is the use of Micro-wave technology for the purpose of causing harm, pain, illness, behavior modification and engaged in human experiments on unwilling subjects.
37% of the human population is under the influence of Voice to skull technology...
OWLISM

I've been a target of electronic harassment since the early 1980's. I started experiencing V2K in 1987.
How many American prisoners have been murdered by lack of correct medical treatment?
Owlism & Sobo

There's clues all through these pages about a ongoing crime against American prisoners...

Have you figured it out yet?

by Sanders Brown
Corrupt Operators Policing Society

On Sandra Braun
43
OWLISM

My dreams were manipulated on every occasion when I could sleep, and I was the subject of a sleep deprivation attack. Pictures flashed through my mind.
Owlism

The Owlism & Sobo Comic Strip...

by Sanders Brown

45
Scilion

Contact me at
Sanders Brown
SMCC # 3571073
2880 N. Pleasants Hwy
St Marys, WV 26170
Jenny

Why is it the FBI turns a blind eye to electronic harassment complaints here in the United States?
Please send me all information about Voice to Skull technology and synthetic telepathy to the below address, Thank You.

Sanders Brown
SMCC # 35-72073
2880 N Pleasants Hwy
St Marys, WV 26170
The perpetrators have indicated the connection to my brain not only allows them to read my thoughts, but also literally see what I see.
American Prisoners complaining about hearing voices and seeing things...

Sounds like voice to skull technology...
Witty & Bitty

Who are the organized stalkers electronically harassing American prisoners?

Good Question...

Jay Sanders Brown
I continue to receive voice to skull transmissions (VKK - a military term) with the individuals speaking to me, insulting me, and constantly making threats on my life and health.
Ginky & Witty

Dreams are like simulations.

Visual images on call and spontaneous...

By Sanders Brown 52
They said I had been connected to a satellite surveillance system, controlled by a highly sophisticated computer network.
Owlism

I was made aware that I was under V2K surveillance 24/7, violating my 4th Amendment rights. The voice transmissions are highly disruptive and psychologically traumatizing.
V2K

targetedjustice.com

Oh Sanders Braun

55
Eberhart

When will the F.B.I. take time to investigate American prisoners complaints of experiencing the symptoms of Voice to skull technology/synthetic telepathy?
Dinky & V2K

- O.S. Organized Stalkers
- T.I. Targeted Individual
- PERP Stalkers or harassing members of OS
- E.H. Electronic Harassment
- V2K Voice to skull technology

by Sanders Brain
How many covert experiments have and still are taking place to American Prisoners in prisons and jail in the United States?

Very Good Question.
Did you hear the one where Gang members in American Prisons have transceivers in their teeth placed there without their knowledge?

Word is getting around...
Ginky & Jenny

The American Prisoners need your help on proving they are being electronically harassed by Voice to Skull technology...

Thank You.
Scilion

I'm experiencing 24/7 voice to skull technology, verbal Abuse.

By Sanders Brown 61
Witty & Bitty

Did you hear the one where prison riots are really caused by the use of voice to skull technology on the prisoners?

MANIPULATION OF THE PRISONERS MIND THROUGH ELECTRONICS...

By: Sanders Brown 62
Ginky & Jenny

Did you know alot of Authors claim their books are Fiction when actually their story is NON-fiction?

I've heard that before...
Take time to investigate the dialogs in these comic strips. In the future Attorney's will be lining up to take American prisoners cases.

by Sanders Beach

64
Did you hear that 73% of homeless people are under the influence of Voice to Skull technology experiments?

I've heard others talk about that.

by Sanders Brown
Eberhart

The West Virginia Attorney General stopped Sanders Brown from getting the H-SCADA scans done by Melinda Kidder...
V2K causes very high levels of stress to the targeted Individual. And over time kills the targeted Individual...

by Sanders Brown
67
Sanders Brown works in prison laundry during the day and works on his comic strips before and after work...
Bitty

I have 29 cemetery plots in the coal miner section in Woodlawn Cemetery in Bluefield, W.V. Love to sale them.

$ worth 63,000.00
will sale for $28,000.00

By Sanders Brown 69
OWLISM

My leather shop is in Milledgeville, Ga. The name of my shop is "ODDBALL KEYCHAiNS". I enjoy making custom keychains...

I hope we make it back to Milledgeville, Ga.

by Sanders Braun
I want to travel cyberspace educating folks about organized stalkers electronically harassing targeted individuals.
How many Judges has turned a blind eye to V2K complaints here in America?
All American Prisoners experiencing symptoms of Voice to Skull technology \nSynthetic telepathy should report it to the Attorney General's office in their \nstate asking for a thorough investigation and report it to the Commissioner of the \nDept of Corrections...for record.

by Sanders Brown '73
American Prisoners experiencing symptoms of Voice to Skull technology/synthetic telepathy should report it to friends and family and create a paper trail for evidence, etc.

The Criminal Justice system will deny your complaint, but who trusts the CJS?
With

The Voice to Skull technology and synthetic telepathy programs...

by Sanders Braun
75
Owlism & Sobo

O

V2K made me do it.

By Saunders Brown

76
They should teach the newer generation in schools about the voice-to-skull technology/synthetic telepathy experiments taking place all around the world.
V2K made many American prisoners commit the crimes they're in prison for today.
OXYMORON & SORBO

Have you read the book (Yard Talk) yet by Sanders E. Brown Jr?

WWW.PrisonsFoundation.org
My Attorneys Address is: Dana P. McDermott
Attorney at Law
3390 A Winchester Ave
Martinsburg, WV 25405

by Saunders Brown
80
Bitty

www.gofundme.com

If researching - VdK

by Sanders Brown
American Prisoners are being electronically harassed with voice to skull technology by organized agencies all over the United States.

by Sanders Brown 82
Owlism

This is my second book

O.W.L.I.S.M. FILES
Owlism & SOBO

How about those V25 Crimes All over America?

The American public needs to open their eyes...

By Sanders Braun 85
Dinky

Why is it law enforcement don't have knowledge of the V2K crimes taking place all around the United States?
Ginky

Why is it the Department of Corrections denies American Prisoners complaints of experiencing symptoms of voice to skull technology all over the United States?

By Sandiess Beach 87
American Prisoners theories are that the Voice-to-Skull technology is used to keep the Criminal Justice System in business all around the world. A very clever technique...?
People under the influence of voice to skull technology walk among us...
How many judges turn a blind eye to American prisoners complaints of experiencing symptoms of voice to skull technology?
Ginky

When will attorneys start proving American prisoners' complaints of experiencing symptoms of Voice to Skull Technology?
Dinky

Prison life Sucks...

by Sanders Brown

92
V2K MADE ME DO IT.

by Sandra Braun

93
American Prisoners need your help with spreading the word about American Prisoners being targeted by organized agencies and electronically harassed with voice to skull technology 24/7.

By Samuels Brown

01/94
American Prisoners need honest Investigators to help prove Targeted American Prisoners are being Electronically HARASED by organized SKALKERS with Voice to SKull technology, etc.
Did you know Sanders Brown has been experiencing electronic harassment since the 1980's?
Sanders Brown would like to hear from others who are being electronically harassed by organized stalkers.
Dinky

Sanders Brown is sharing his experiences of being electronically harassed through his comic strips from East Coast to West Coast.
Ginky

Sanders Brown talks about experiencing dream simulations A-Z as he sleeps...

by Sanders Brown
OWLISM

V.D.K. made me do it.

by Sanders Brown

1988

Sincerely

Sanders Brown

100